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less effort than studying it imaginatively, grasping the main
ideas, and telling them in one's own words. Overemphasis
on verbal memory in this period may mean underemphasis
in true thought-getting.
The majority of seven-year-old children can repeat five
digits, such as 3-1-7-5-9 in the correct order immediately
after hearing them once. Eight-year-olds can be expected to
answer five out of six simple questions on a story one para-
graph in length and can repeat without error a sentence
of about sixteen syllables after hearing it once.
Words and sentences with pleasant associations are easier
to learn than words with unpleasant associations. Evidently,
the emotional quality of words affects the efficiency with
which children learn them. Memory for movies is high.
Eight- and nine-year-old children, tested on their knowledge
of movies they had seen, recalled 60 per cent of the content
as tested; eleven- and twelve-year-olds recalled 75 per cent;
and children fifteen and sixteen years old, 91 per cent.
Memory is probably related to the qualities of perseverance,
fluency, and attention.
Attention,—Fluctuations in the attention of primary-age
children vary enormously; In a small class one child may
maintain his attention to a task for an hour with only one
interruption, while another, in the same length of time may
show more than one hundred interruptions in attention. In
terms of attention span this means a common attention
span of one-half to two minutes and more rare attention
spans of from ten to fifty-six minutes. When engaged in
interesting occupations, such as building, six-year-old chil-
dren were observed to maintain their attention voluntarily
for three-quarters of an hour. As the child grows older, the
continuity of attention increases- Girls over eight years of
age appear to maintain a longer attention span than that of
boys of the same age;T
Imagination. — The1 primary period is generally said to
be a time in which fanciful imagination flourishes, and in
which fairy tales and myths satisfy a need of childhood.^
Some studies of children's interests in reading, however, show

